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Abstract: Man uses speech, or verbal talk, which is his main means of interaction, and communication with others, and 

speech advantage of God alone by human beings without other creatures in this simple. The speech needs to produce a 

series of complex processes that depend on the safety of many members of the organic speech of the individual as well as 

the safety of psychological and social impediments that affect the speech, and the arrival of a sound to the listener to 

complete the process of communication by speech.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Prepare the language basis civilization 

humanity, and factor basic from factors adaptation with 

life, they are an instrument for understanding and 

communication, and means from means the growing 

mental and knowledge and emotional, which include 

gestures and signals expressions which accompany 

behavior talk as for pronunciation, it is collection 

movements which doing it device pronunciation and 

ropes sound during issuance sounds funny or nasal, he 

was killed pronunciation attention big from scientists 

Arabic and scientists science sounds old recently [1], 

lost they studied it from all its aspects description 

analysis, they described it method issuance the sound, 

as such, they described the device administrator about 

that, and they showed job each from him gesticulates it 

hits him from diseases stand obstacle. 

 

To study this subject and answer some questions 

main next. 

What is intended disorders pronunciation and speech? 

What she disorders which is displayed device 

pronunciation? Gesticulate she aspa it 

What she roads used in therapy this is disorders? 

What she is archaeology resulting in disadvantages 

pronunciation and speech? 

Each this is questions and others on her from through 

we searched this. 

 

1- The definition disorders pronunciation and speech: 

you know disorders pronunciation speaking, I noticed 

in pronunciation or the sound, or fluency words, or the 

delay linguistic or has evolved the language expressive 

or the language receptivity, command which makes 

child need to me programs cure or educational 

especially, and even we call on difficulty in a 

communication trouble from that available the 

conditions the following: 

A. The error in a process sends messages or reception. 

B. If effect this error on the individual educated or 

socially. 

C. If influenced this is a difficulty on the deal the 

individual with others in which they are direction 

negative towards him and spread this is disorders 

between young people adults, which talk in a 

mostly I have young people result in errors in a 

directed by voices letters talk from its exits and not 

remodeled in a manner correct. 

 

2- Process Pronunciation 

Are done process pronunciation about road 

device is called device pronunciation, and the noun 

launch on members which contribute to a process 

events talk, which included on the lungs and the reed 

aerobic and throat to me now that, and right that name it 

with members pronunciation naming metaphorical, 

because each of which for him careers other most 
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important from that much, the tongue his job taste the 

food, and lips function to receive the food. (enter it the 

mouth and prevent them from exit during chewing 

disorders pronunciation include themes next: distortion: 

it includes translate the sound in a way bring him closer 

from the sound ordinary, it spreads distortion between 

young people and adults often what shows in a voices 

certain likes, where utters voice accompanied by long, 

or utters voice from side the mouth and tongue [2]. 

 

First: in this type from disadvantages 

pronunciation deletes child sound from sounds which 

include the word and from there is utters part from 

word just replacement: is represented in a put the 

student characters a place else it was is reading a word 

(he pardons) he works by placing to a place eye and so 

on add: it includes this turbulence addition sound plus 

to me word, the listen the sound the one like repeated 

[3]. 

 

Second: disorders talk: considered talk from 

most important means communication in the other [4], 

it calls being several consensuses nervous accurate 

participate in a performance the device respiratory 

system to provide the current aerial for pronunciation, 

and output sounds by throat and ropes sound and the 

mechanic audio to distinguish between sounds brain 

and the device nervous good, and pronounce the letters 

using the tongue and teeth and lips and roof throat steel 

and mackerel from defects words which can treat them 

and from most notably [5]: 

1. Cure behavior. 

2. The cure psychological manual which is being on the 

pattern next one: 

 Method play. 

 Analysis pictures. 

 Tests personal. 

 Persuasion. 

 Implication. 

 Relaxing. 

 

Reasons disorders pronunciation 

A- Reasons return to me defect in 

a member from members the device pronunciation and 

from the problems which talk for him and affect in 

a pronunciation what following [6]: 

 Know the tongue. 

 Difference size the tongue. 

 Tumors the tongue. 

 
B- Reasons caused to me defect neural: 

C- Reasons caused to me the middle social development: 

D- Reasons caused to me defect functions in some senses: 

 

The properties disorders pronunciation 

Spread this is disorders between children 

young people in a stage childhood early. Different 

disorders special in letters different from time to me 

else. If d child seventh it continued suffers from this 

disorder it needs to my therapy [7]. Whenever 

continued disorders pronunciation with a child despite 

offer in an age whenever increased more firmly and 

harder in a cure [8]. 

 

Methods and methods therapy disorders 

pronunciation and speech 

There methods and methods to treat this is 

disorders such as firstly/ the cure psychological: aims to 

me therapy problems child mental from shame and 

worry and fear, and conflicts no sensory and so on to 

reduce impact emotional and tension psychological for 

the child, as well development his character and put end 

to be ashamed and feeling in short [9], with training on 

introduction and tender until reduce from confusion 

indeed that the cure psychological for kids relies his 

success on bezel cooperation parents and mothers to 

understand target from him, but it depends also on 

degree the health mental for them, and on parents help 

their children on that no they are tired nerves during 

talk and not sensitive for his disability in a 

pronunciation, but on them that they return on quiet and 

relaxation and so on makes atmosphere relationship 

with child hold it friendly understanding and 

appreciation and trust mutual, as such must be on 

teachers you understand difficulties which suffer of 

which child psychologically whether in a school, like 

jealousy from brother for him minimize it or assault 

Adnan school on him or not that, the calls the cure 

psychological a change the middle school by moving to 

me school other new that she was their reasons lead to 

me that [10]. 

 

second/ the cure words: and the therapy 

necessary and complimentary for treatment 

psychological it must that accompanied by in the most 

life, it summarizes in a training patient about road 

relaxing words, and exercises rhythmic [11], and 

exercises pronunciation on education words from new 

gradually from the words attitudes easy to me the words 

attitudes hard, and training device pronunciation and 

hearing about road use recorders acoustic, then training 

patient on strengthening muscles pronunciation and the 

device words face public [12]. 

 

Third/ the cure calendar: it is done that by 

means of and exercises especially used in which 

machines and devices placed under the tongue. 

 

Fourthly/ the cure social development: it aims 

to me modify trends the injured wrong and related in its 

problem his directions toward parenthood and his 

companions, and cure the environment surrounding 

child-like treatment providing needs special for him 

[13]. 

 

Fifthly/ the cure body: is represented in a 

making sure from that patient no suffers from reasons 

membership particularly ways formative and physical 

in a device nervous, as well as devices hearing,  

speaking, and cure what may unite from disadvantages 
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or diseases whether it was treated medically or 

surgically [14]. 

 

Sixth/ the curing environment 

Means with it integration child patient in an 

activity social issues gradually until training on 

introduction and tender [15], it is available for him to 

chance interaction social development and grows his 

character on toward but, it handles from his shyness and 

Enzo and his withdrawal social than helps on 

development child socially, as such it includes this the 

cure instructions for parents concerned on style dealing 

[16]. 

 

Seven/ archaeology resulting in disadvantages of 

pronunciation and speech: 

 Exposure to child ridiculous and mockery from 

others. 

 The appearance of revolutions from anger emotion, 

card act vengeance ironically others from him [17]. 

 Deprivation the injured from some opportunities 

functional and professional desired. 

 Faces problems during education, especially if it 

was the teacher negligible to deal with students 

they have problems and disorders disadvantage 

pronunciation and speech. 

 Some attitudes no can that shows banner format 

required, nor can defense about his rights, and this 

is may lead to my replies act reverse [18]. 

 

CONCLUSION 
That what can draw it from us searched this, 

that safety translate the individual mortgaged in safety 

his device pronunciation and nervous defect in a this 

the device will lead necessarily to me disturbance in 

pronunciation, it can that we return this is disorders to 

me factors many, membership, or psychological, or 

family, it is done to treat them by means of many such 

as treatment body and speech to correct pronunciation 

and the child in activities different with children others, 

to me side that provides atmosphere from the love and 

trust and attention and others from tips which stating an 

improvement use the language or pronunciation for kids 

the troubled linguistically all disturbance met for 

diagnosis treatment calendar and this is by practice and 

repetition and sustainability on exercises from yup 

avoid like this is disorders. 
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